Recent high resolution observations of the Galactic center black hole allow for direct comparison with accretion disk simulations. We compare two-temperature synchrotron emission models from three dimensional, general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic simulations to millimeter observations of Sgr A*. Fits to very long baseline interferometry and spectral index measurements disfavor the monochromatic face-on black hole shadow models from our previous work. Inclination angles ≤ 20
INTRODUCTION
Due to its proximity, the compact radio source at the Galactic center (Sgr A*; Balick & Brown 1974 ) is the most intensively studied supermassive black hole candidate. Using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) at 1.3mm, Doeleman et al. (2008) detected source structure on event-horizon scales. Future measurements may detect the black hole shadow, providing the first direct evidence of an event horizon (Bardeen 1973; .
Sgr A* is moderately variable in the radio and millimeter (Zhao et al. 2003; Eckart et al. 2008; Marrone et al. 2008; Li et al. 2009; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2009 ) with order of magnitude flares in the IR and X-ray (Baganoff et al. 2001; Genzel et al. 2003; Ghez et al. 2004) . Its spectral energy distribution (SED) rises from the radio to a millimeter peak ("submillimeter bump"). Baganoff et al. (2003) detected a much lower quiescent luminosity in the X-ray, while a quiescent infrared state has not been definitively detected. The submillimeter bump is jdexter@u.washington.edu thought to arise from relativistic, thermal electrons in the innermost portion of a hot, thick, advection-dominated accretion flow (ADAF; Narayan et al. 1995; Yuan et al. 2003) . The radio spectrum can be explained either by a small amount of the internal energy being injected into nonthermal electrons in the accretion flow (Yuan et al. 2003) or by a short, mildly relativistic, optically thick jet (Falcke & Markoff 2000) . The quiescent X-ray emission is dominated by bremsstrahlung from cooler electrons further from the black hole, near the Bondi radius. Broderick & Loeb (2006) modeled the infrared flaring as being due to orbiting inhomogeneities ("hot spots") in the inner radii of the accretion flow. Recently, correlated multiwavelength flares have instead favored an adiabatically expanding blob model (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2009 ), which can explain the observed time lags between the infrared, X-ray and millimeter flares. The jet emission model can explain the time lags between flaring events in the radio and millimeter ).
The ADAF, jet, hotspot and expanding blob models for Sgr A* emission provide a variety of competing pictures of the accretion flow. These models are either completely non-relativistic or modified later to be consis-tent with relativity. They neglect the magnetic fields responsible for outward angular momentum transport and accretion via the magnetorotational instability (MRI, Velikhov 1959; Chandrasekhar 1960; Balbus & Hawley 1991) . None can self-consistently account for quiescent and flaring behavior.
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations can provide a more physical description of the accretion flow.
They have been used to model the synchrotron emission from Sgr A*, either in three spatial dimensions with a pseudo-Newtonian potential (Ohsuga et al. 2005; Goldston et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2009; Chan et al. 2009 ) or in two dimensions in full general relativity (Noble et al. 2007; Mościbrodzka et al. 2009; Hilburn et al. 2009 ). Non-relativistic simulations are especially inappropriate for modeling the millimeter emission, which originates in the innermost portion of the accretion flow where relativistic effects are strongest. Axisymmetric simulations cannot sustain the MRI, and cannot accurately model variability.
The submillimeter bump is of particular interest. This is the frequency range where VLBI can both resolve the black hole event horizon, and where the measurements are no longer dominated by interstellar scattering. Unlike the radio, IR, and X-ray emission the dominant emission mechanism and electron distribution function is known in the millimeter. Broderick et al. (2009) fit a non-relativistic, semi-analytic radiatively inefficient accretion flow (RIAF) model to spectral and mm VLBI data. fit timedependent images of millimeter synchrotron emission from a three-dimensional GRMHD code to the VLBI data from Doeleman et al. (2008) . In this work, we expand that analysis in several respects. We produce images from additional three-dimensional GRMHD simulations, including total energy conserving simulations from McKinney & Blandford (2009) and simulations at low black hole spins from Fragile et al. (2009) . Images are fit to the spectral index measurements from Marrone (2006) as well as the VLBI data from Doeleman et al. (2008) , and two-temperature models of the accretion flow are considered.
SIMULATIONS
Relativistic, three dimensional simulations are necessary to produce a physical, realistic description of the time-dependent accretion flow structure. Axisymmetric simulations cannot sustain turbulence and exaggerate variability. Previous studies using 2D simulations have time-averaged the fluid structure, but even then the statistical steady state is not correct due to the decay of the MRI on the local orbital time. The ideal approach would be to use a single code to run a grid of 3D simulations over black hole spin, initial magnetic field configuration and initial torus location and geometry. However, given the formidable computational expense of such a project, we instead leverage a subset of existing 3D GRMHD simulations from two different groups. The simulations and their parameters are listed in Table 1 .
The two sets of simulations use different initial conditions and energy evolution equations. Simulations from Fragile et al. (2007 Fragile et al. ( , 2009 (Gammie et al. 2003) . The two simulations from McKinney & Blandford (2009) differ slightly in black hole spin, as well as in initial magnetic field configuration. The simulation labeled MBD uses a standard, small-scale dipolar loop. The MBQ simulation has a large-scale quadrupolar field, which leads to a stronger MRI, slightly higher magnetic pressures and a larger accretion rate.
Total energy conserving simulations are probably more appropriate for modeling Sgr A*, since its inferred radiative efficiency is relatively low (ǫ ∼ .001 − .01). computed a radiative efficiency from numerical energy losses of ǫ ∼ .1 for the 90h simulation, and a bolometric "luminosity" exceeding that of Sgr A* by a factor of a few. However, few energy conserving three dimensional GRMHD simulations have been run to date (Shafee et al. 2008; McKinney & Blandford 2009; Noble et al. 2010) . Only McKinney & Blandford (2009) simulated a thick, advection-dominated accretion flow. The simulations used here do not include radiative cooling, which is likely a good approximation for an ADAF.. Non-conservative simulations, where a significant amount of energy is lost to artificial numerical cooling, are still advectiondominated.
For comparison, we have also run a set of axisymmetric simulations using the publicly available HARM code (Gammie et al. 2003; Noble et al. 2006) at black hole spins a/M = 0.00, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90, 0.92, and 0.94 (G = c = 1 is used throughout this paper). They are not used for fitting to observations due to the problems with axisymmetric simulations described above. Instead, they give a sense of the spin dependence of total energy conserving simulations, which helps to break the degeneracies between black hole spin and initial conditions in our 3D simulations. They also provide an opportunity for direct comparison with results from previous work using similar simulations.
MODELING
Relativistic synchrotron radiation is computed from the simulations by tracing rays backwards from an observer's camera at infinity through the accretion flow. Each ray constitutes a pixel of the image, which are spaced uniformly on a rectangular grid. The points along each ray are assumed to be null geodesics of the Kerr spacetime, and their trajectories are computed using the public code geokerr ). The code computes all coordinates of the geodesics, and the ray tracing procedure is fully time-dependent. Tracing rays backwards is ideal for Sgr A*, where the images themselves are observables.
We find that an image resolution of 150x150 pixels (rays), with maximum spacing of .2M in impact parameter at infinity is sufficient for total flux convergence to ≃ 1% relative to 300x300 or 600x600. The largest single pixel errors are ≃ 5 − 10%, concentrated near the circular photon orbit. We find ∼ 400 points on each geodesic to be adequate for all models. These points are spaced evenly in 1/r, except near radial turning points, where geokerr uses the polar angle as the independent variable for better resolution. The unpolarized synchrotron emission coefficient is computed from Leung et al (2010; submitted) by linearly interpolating simulation fluid variables to the points along each ray. For reasons discussed below, we often use data from the nearest time step rather than interpolating in the time direction. The absorption coefficient is obtained from Kirchoff's Law. The gas pressure, magnetic field and particle density are taken from the simulations and scaled to physical units with a single free parameter representing the total torus mass. This parameter fixes the mass accretion rate. Only emission from fluid within r = 25M is used for computing images, and only the last ∼ 60% of the simulation data is used, after transients from the onset of turbulence have died down (see Table  2 ). The millimeter emission in the models considered is always concentrated well within both our radial boundary and the initial pressure maximum for all simulations.
The simulations evolve the total gas pressure of electrons and ions, while only the electron temperature is used in calculating the emergent radiation. We follow Goldston et al. (2005) ; Mościbrodzka et al. (2009) and generate images using two-temperature models with constant ratios of T i /T e , which is then another free parameter.
The models are fit to both the VLBI observations at 1.3mm from Doeleman et al. (2008) and the spectral index measurements between .4mm and 1.3mm from Marrone (2006) . This gives the probability of observing the measured values from a particular model. Following Broderick et al. (2009) , this distribution is converted to the probability distribution as a function of our parameters given the observations using Bayes' theorem. The result is two separate probability distributions:
, where t is the observer time,Ṁ is the time-averaged accretion rate, ξ is the orientation of the black hole spin axis projected on the sky, T i /T e is the ion electron temperature ratio, and a is the spin value of the simulation used. The subscripts v and s refer to the VLBI and spectral fits respectively, and the simulations differ in more respects than just the value of the black hole spin. To produce parameter estimates, we average over observer time and marginalize over accretion rate and multiply the resulting distributions. To estimate the value of a single parameter, we then marginalize the combined probability distributions over the other parameters. To estimate the accretion rate, we average over observer time, combine the resulting distributions, and then marginalize over all other parameters.
For each simulation, images are produced over a grid of the above parameters at .4mm and 1.3mm. VLBI fits are done as in following Broderick et al. (2009) . Visibility amplitudes are calculated by taking the absolute value of the Fourier transform of the 1.3mm image averaged over 10 minute intervals to match the observations. The visibility is then rotated to the desired sky orientation, and multiplied by an elliptical Gaussian to account for interstellar scattering as done in Fish et al. (2009a) using the fits from Bower et al. (2006) . The rotated, scatter-broadened visibility amplitude is then interpolated to the baseline locations of the VLBI measurements, and fit to their measured values.
The total fluxes at .4mm and 1.3mm are time-averaged over 2.5hr intervals to mimic the observations from Marrone (2006) . We average the observed fluxes at 1.3mm and spectral indices between .4mm and 1.3mm over the four observational epochs, and fit the theoretical values to the averaged observational values. Uncertainties are determined by adding half the range of the individual measurements to the instrumental errors in quadrature. This procedure gives a 1.3mm flux of 3.75±.48 Jy and a spectral index of −.18±.34, where the uncertainties are one sigma. Note that the 1.3mm flux during these observations was ∼ 50% higher than during the VLBI measurements from Doeleman et al. (2008) . Image intensities are converted to fluxes using a black hole mass of 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ and a distance of 8 kpc. Since the individual measurement errors from Marrone (2006) are smaller than the flux differences between the measurements, the data provide information about source variability as well as a time-averaged value. Instead of using an averaged value as described above, we could instead fit to each measurement separately. Our light curves have been analyzed both ways. Using this second method provides slightly tighter constraints for individual models, but the parameter estimates and best fit models discussed below are identical between the two methods.
RESULTS
The model of the millimeter emission from Sgr A* as realized in the simulations is of a compact, hot, magnetized accretion flow in the vicinity of a black hole. The millimeter is the peak of the spectrum and the frequency range which produces the majority of the radiation. It is produced by thermal electrons near the midplane of the disk in the inner radii, with typical values of n ∼ 5 × 10 7 cm −3 , B ∼ 50G, and T e ∼ 5 × 10 10 K. These typical values have been found by a number of modelers (Yuan et al. 2003; Goldston et al. 2005; Mościbrodzka et al. 2009 ).
As found in , the GRMHD simulations provide excellent fits to the observed millimeter emission from Sgr A* (reduced χ 2 ≤ 1.5 frequently for all simulations). This is still true when we incorporate spectral index information as described above. However, the inclusion of that observational constraint and of addi- Table 1 , from Fragile et al. (2007 Fragile et al. ( , 2009 . Diamonds represent the last two entries in Table 1 -Normalized probability density as a function of observer inclination, for each simulation separately and marginalized over simulation (black hole spin). All curves are marginalized over T i /Te. The 0h simulation isn't shown due to its negligible contribution to the overall curve, but is similar to that of 50h. -Normalized probability density as a function of electron temperature, marginalized over inclination angle and simulation (black hole spin). To create this plot, the grid of simulations over T i /Te was binned by median electron temperature in the region of largest emissivity. Probability densities for models falling in each bin are added to make the histogram. The dotted histogram is the result of assigning equal probability to each model. -Normalized probability density as a function of accretion rate, marginalized over inclination angle and simulation (black hole spin). Probability densities for models with accretion rates falling in each bin are added to make the histogram. The dotted histogram is the result of assigning equal probability to each accretion rate sampled.
tional simulations allow us to estimate some parameters of the accretion flow. Single parameter probability distributions are found by marginalizing the combined spectral and VLBI probability distributions over the others. To estimate confidence intervals, we use the technique described in Broderick et al. (2009) . The probability distribution is integrated from its maximum value, p max , down to a cutoff value p min so that the cumulative probability enclosed between p min and p max is equal to the desired confidence interval. Then the estimated value, lower and upper bounds of the parameter x are x(p max ), min[x(p ≥ p min )], and max[x(p ≥ p min )] respectively.
Parameter Constraints
We estimate the electron temperature in the millimeter emission region, the accretion rate onto the black hole, the inclination angle of the accretion flow relative to the observer and the projection of the black hole spin axis on the sky. Unfortunately, our use of existing simula- Table 2 ) from each simulation at 1.3mm (solid) and .4mm (dotted). The vertical arrow denotes the time of best fit to the VLBI measurements, while the horizontal arrows denote the averaged interval corresponding to the best fit to the spectral index observations. The accretion rate used for the plots is not necessarily the best fit, since that value can differ between the two constraints. The McKinney & Blandford (2009) simulations were run for shorter times since the torus was initially placed at smaller radius. tions precludes us from determining a constraint on the black hole spin. A plot of p(a) is shown in Fig. 1 . The large peak at high spin is deceptive, and is due to the differences between the simulations rather than black hole spin. While it appears we might be able to rule out low spin simulations, the 0h simulation is probably a special case. Low electron temperatures in that simulation cause it to have a large photosphere (r ∼ 10M) even when T i = T e , and therefore it fits the observations poorly. The axisymmetric HARM simulations, which are more similar to a 3D conservative simulation like MBD/MBQ, have larger electron temperatures at all spins and are optically thin for T i = T e . So although the 0h model is ruled out, low spin conservative simulations should have larger electron temperatures and provide better fits. We do not consider the 0h simulation for the remainder of the paper due to its negligible influence on the overall probability distributions.
All best fit models have similar probability distributions in inclination angle. These are shown in Fig. 2 , along with the combined probability distribution after marginalizing over all other parameters. From this we estimate the inclination angle as i = 50
•+35
• −15 • with 90% confidence. This interval may change with more complete sampling of the spin and initial conditions parameter space; however the similarity of the curves from different simulations suggests that such changes will be minor. The face-on, black hole shadow fits at i 20
• found in are now ruled out to 3σ confidence. One reason is that the spectral index constraint, which was not used in , disfavors low inclinations. Also, good fits to the VLBI data at low inclination occur infrequently in the MBD and MBQ simulations, which were not considered in the previous study. The VLBI measurements also depend on the sky orientation, ξ, the position of the black hole spin axis projected on the sky measured E of N. A plot of p(ξ) is shown in Fig. 3 . The distribution is quite broad, and we estimate a value of ξ = −23
•+97
• −22 • with 90% confidence. Both the estimated values and the probability distributions shown here are in excellent agreement with Broderick et al. (2009) (c.f. their Fig. 7) .
For all simulations, the probability distribution over T i /T e has a peak value between 1 and 10. The best Fig. 7. -Light curve at .4mm (solid) and accretion rate at the inner boundary of the MBQ simulation (dotted) with best fit parameters (see Table 2 ). Both quantities are scaled to their maximum value.
fit T i /T e rises with MHD temperature, so that roughly the same electron temperature fits best across all simulations. The probability distribution of emissivity averaged electron temperature is plotted in Fig. 4 . The dotted histogram shows the result of assigning equal probability density to each model. With better sampling, the distribution would likely be much more smooth. The electron temperature is estimated to be (5.4 ± 3.0) × 10 10 K with 90% confidence. As discussed below, our simulated light curves are consistent with an isothermal emission region. This electron temperature is consistent with electron temperatures found in previous work (Yuan et al. 2003; Goldston et al. 2005; Sharma et al. 2007; Mościbrodzka et al. 2009 ).
Similarly, the accretion rate can be constrained from the joint fits despite the different ranges found for best fit parameters for each simulation (see Table 2 ). The probability distribution over accretion rate is shown in Fig. 5 , and we estimate its value to beṀ = 5
with 90% confidence. The probability distributions from the two observational constraints have been combined to produce the plot, despite the fact that the total flux is ∼ 50% higher during the spectral index measurements. This procedure favors models with substantial variability. However, probability distributions from the two constraints separately are similar to the one in Fig. 5 , with slightly broader ranges of allowed accretion rates and estimated values in agreement with that of the joint fit. found that simulation 90h exhibited millimeter flares with 2.5hr duration, .5hr rise times and 40% − 50% amplitude, in agreement with observations of Sgr A*. Light curves at 1.3mm (230 GHz) and .4mm (690 GHz) for best fit parameters from all viable simulations (excluding 0h) are shown in Fig. 6 . All light curves show millimeter flares that are consistent with the observations. The spectral index rises during the flares, often above zero, due to stronger variability at 690 GHz where the flow is completely optically thin. Only 1 − 2 flares occur in each theoretical light curve, which is consistent with their observed frequency.
Variability
The flares are caused by increased magnetic field strength in the inner radii of the accretion flow where the synchrotron emissivity is highest. This is the case even in total energy conserving simulations, where the gas can be heated from reconnecting magnetic fields. Reconnection events, while present, do not seem related to the millimeter variability. Likewise, the variability is not produced by local inhomogeneities (hotspots), but rather by relatively global increases in the magnetic field strength in the inner radii. The light curves at .4mm are strongly correlated with variability in the accretion rate, as shown for simulation MBQ in Fig. 7 . There are no robust lags found between the variability in the millimeter light curves and the accretion rate, and we cannot definitively determine the cause and effect.
Since only the millimeter emission is modeled here, it is unclear if the flares produced are consistent with the observed x-ray, IR and millimeter flares (Eckart et al. 2008; Marrone et al. 2008; Dodds-Eden et al. 2009; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2009 ). At 1.3mm, the flares are weaker at higher inclination, where they are attenuated by higher optical depth between the observer and the emission region. Due to the presence of a significant photosphere, the correlations with accretion rate variability are much weaker at longer wavelengths as well.
The 1.3mm light curve shapes are closely reproduced by assuming the optically thin synchrotron emission comes from an isothermal region with a magnetic field satisfying ν/ν c ∼ 1 − 20, where ν c = 6.27 × 10 18 B(kT ) 2 (cgs) is the critical frequency for synchrotron emission. Then the emissivity is j ν ∼ nB α , with 1 ≤ α ≤ 2. The light curve from simulation MBD is compared to the integrated synchrotron emissivity as well as these simplified isothermal models in Fig. 8 . A low inclination light curve is used to lessen the impacts of Doppler beaming and optical depth. The flaring behavior is captured without any temperature fluctuations, and the variations are caused by those in the magnetic field strength and particle density. In models with significant photospheres, including most at high inclination, these simple formulas still work to describe the integrated synchrotron emissivity, but tend to be more variable than the light curves which include self-absorption.
As in , we compute radiative transfer in full general relativity, including accounting for time delays along geodesics. Including the time delays means that many different time steps of simulation data are used to compute the intensity along each geodesic. Fig.  9 shows a comparison of light curves with and without accounting for time delays. The light curves are virtually identical at both low and high inclinations, except for a systematic shift in observer time, indicating the constant time lag between r = 25M , where we begin following geodesics, to the emission region. This is surprising, especially given the results of . They found significantly steeper power spectra at high frequencies when accounting for time delays. However, the simulation from that work used an artificial emissivity, lower time resolution (∆t = 20M ) and only a π/2 wedge in φ. We've tried matching their π/2 wedge in φ and sampling with the same time resolution. In all cases, we find no systematic differences when accounting for light travel time through the accretion flow, and the errors due to neglecting time delays are at the 10% level (Fig. 9) , comparable to the overall uncertainty in the interpolation scheme or emis- sivity used. The largest errors occur at high inclination, where the light travel time to different parts of the emission region is largest. When using both the limited domain in φ and ∆t = 20M , the slope of the power spectrum is slightly steeper when using time delays. However the deviation is considerably smaller than that reported by , possibly due to the differing emissivities or disk scale heights. They also included cooling self-consistently in the simulation. Their use of a π/2 wedge in φ is predicated on the assumption that the dominant azimuthal spatial structure is in modes with m ≃ 4 and higher (Schnittman et al. 2006 ). We test this by expanding fluid variables in spherical harmonics for different simulations and time slices. In all cases, we find that the m = 1, 2 power is larger than at higher orders, as found previously by Henisey et al. (2009) for a tilted simulation. This suggests that the use of restricted φ domains incorrectly approximates the spatial structure of a fully global simulation. In particular, we find that the power law index of the power spectrum is significantly steeper when using the full 2π, indicating that using a limited wedge in φ introduces spurious variability on shorter timescales. Studying variability using simulations probably requires using the full φ domain.
We also caution that interpolating magnetic field vectors between time steps with insufficient time resolution results in systematic suppression of the total flux. This occurs when magnetic timescales are significantly shorter than the time step between simulation data dumps, causing interpolation between uncorrelated magnetic field vectors. For the MBD and MBQ simulations, 2 − 8M time resolution is sufficient, as shown in Fig. 10 . However, when interpolating magnetic fields between time steps in the 90h simulation, the flux is systematically ∼ 10% lower with a time spacing of 4M. Our radiative transfer code uses time steps equal to an integer multiple of the simulation time step so that these errors cannot cause spurious features in the light curves. Regardless, we use data from the nearest time step rather than interpolating magnetic fields when the time steps are too large. Table 2 lists the parameters for best fit models from the viable simulations (excluding 0h), as determined by the joint spectral index and VLBI fits. Images and visibilities from these models at 1.3mm and .87mm are shown in Fig. 11 , at the time of best fit to the 1.3mm VLBI observations. All best fit images are essentially the superposition of two crescents, due to the Doppler beaming of gas approaching the observer and the circular photon orbit. The shadow of the black hole is prominent along the vertical axis as a local minimum in the visibility amplitude. One dimensional visibility profiles, plotted along the line of the average location of the long baseline mea- Fig. 11 .-Images and visibility amplitudes at 1.3mm (first two rows) and .87mm (bottom two rows) for the best fit models. The first and third rows are images, while the second and fourth are the corresponding visibility amplitudes. All are rotated to their best fit positions. The uv-plane locations of the baselines used in Doeleman et al. (2008) are over-plotted on the visibilities. The panel size is 150µas, and 12 Gλ for the visibilities. The columns are labeled by simulation, and each panel is scaled to its maximum value. At 1.3mm, the maximums are always ≃ 2.4Jy. However, the total flux can vary between simulations at .87mm. Since the images and visibilities form a Fourier transform pair, in general a larger image corresponds to a smaller visibility and vice versa.
Best Fit Models
surements from Doeleman et al. (2008) , are shown in Fig.  12 . In all models, the visibility profile decreases monotonically with baseline length along this axis. Therefore, the black hole shadow may not be seen by future measurements using the same telescopes as Doeleman et al. (2008) .
The shadow is detectable from the two dimensional visibilities at baselines of similar length and roughly orthogonal orientation to those used by Doeleman et al. (2008) in all best fit models. At .87mm, the resolution of the array improves, but the images are also smaller. Depending how optically thin the model is (how large and negative the spectral index is), the image can be extremely small as is the case for MBQ. For a spectral index similar to that observed by Marrone (2006) , the image will still be large at .87mm, and the shadow should be observable from the visibility.
To demonstrate this explicitly, visibility amplitude as a function of baseline length is plotted in Fig.  13 for the best fit models, considering baselines made up of combinations of telescopes in California (CARMA), Arizona (SMTO), Mexico (LMT) and Chile (APEX/ASTE/ALMA). The shadow is detectable for the best fit MBD and MBQ models on the Chile-Mexico and Chile-Arizona baselines. The differences in the predictions from the models in Fig. 13 are almost exclusively caused by their different best fit sky orientations.
Since Sgr A* varies significantly on timescales short compared to its mutual visibility between current and future VLBI telescopes, the profiles shown in Fig. 13 will necessarily include source variability. In addition, the short coherence time of the atmosphere and varying signal/noise between telescopes in the arrays may prevent proper calibration of the visibilities ). In these cases, the closure phase (Rogers et al. 1974) , the sum of the phases measured along a triangle of baselines, may be used as a non-imaging observable. It is independent of calibration errors, and probes the source structure in the uv-plane. Doeleman et al. (2009) used a RIAF+hotspot model to compute predicted closure phases for future VLBI experiments. We make predictions for the best fit models discussed here, whose time-dependent structure comes directly out of the turbulence driven by the MRI. Fig. 14 shows the closure phase maps vs. observer time and source sky orientation for the current Arizona/California/Hawaii triangle and a future one consisting of Arizona/Mexico/Chile. Due to the moderate inclination favored by the VLBI and spectral observations, the closure phase is relatively robust over time, except over a narrow range of sky orientations. At these positions, one of the baselines in the triangle is sampling the black hole shadow, which causes a sudden rotation of the phase when the real part of the visibility switches sign. The earth's rotation moves the baseline positions, slowly changing the sky orientations at which this effect is visible. For large phase rotations, the visibility amplitude is usually quite small ( .1Jy) and will be difficult to detect. However, it could be observed as a transition in phase over a short timescale, where Sgr A* is detected at one fairly stable closure phase, goes to an undetectable amplitude, and reappears at a different stable closure phase.
If the sky orientation of Sgr A* is ∼ 0 − 50 • , this shadow signature would be detectable using the Arizona/Mexico/Chile triangle. The best fit images for MBD, MBQ and 90h in Fig. 13 are in this range. Note that the exact value of the phase rotation and how often it occurs in time are model-dependent -in Fig. 14 it is usually ∼ π/2 and occurs at 1 − 3 observer times. Regardless of the value of the position angle, the black hole shadow can be detected from closure phase measurements on some triangle of baselines in this way. Closure phases from a larger set of baselines will constrain the structure of the accretion flow in a similar fashion to the current measurements of the visibility amplitude. For simplicity, the closure phases shown here are for almost co-linear baseline trios. Much more complex and timedependent closure phase signatures are found on nearly triangular baseline arrangements, such as those including Hawaii, Chile and California/Arizona/Mexico.
We calculate the standard deviation of the small sample of best fit visibilities, as done for a large ensemble of RIAF images by Fish et al. (2009a) . The result from the best fit 3D GRMHD models, shown in Fig. 15 , is in relatively good agreement with their Figure 2 . The best baselines for constraining the accretion flow are of similar to slightly shorter length as the existing measurements (∼ 2000 − 4000km), but at roughly orthogonal orientation. The peak values of the variance are larger at .87mm. This is expected since we fit to existing measurements at 1.3mm, while at .87mm only the total flux is somewhat constrained by the spectral index between .4mm and 1.3mm from Marrone (2006) .
The radio spectra from all models are shown in Fig.  16 . The shaded gray regions show the extent of the variability at each frequency. Below ∼ 10 11 Hz, a substantial portion of the emission is produced outside r = 25M, and so is not included here. In addition, we do not model emission from nonthermal electrons, and so do not expect to be able to fit the observations outside of the millimeter peak. The variability increases with frequency, due to the decreasing optical depth. The 50h simulation produces a large amount of variability, which may be inconsistent with the range observed from Sgr A*.
In addition to VLBI observations, there are constraints on the time-dependent structure of the accretion flow from astrometry. The centroid wander of Sgr A* at 7mm was constrained by Reid et al. (2008) to be 100µas on timescales of a few hours. Fig. 17 shows x and y centroid positions as functions of time for the best fit models at 345GHz. The position wander for all models considered here is 30µas at millimeter frequencies on all timescales, well within the observed upper limit. A prediction of the simulations is that the millimeter position wander shouldn't exceed that level, even during flares. This is due to the robustness of the timedependent image structure at all inclinations, and a result of the fact that the variability is produced globally in the inner radii, rather than by small, orbiting inhomogeneities (hotspots).
The instrument GRAVITY at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) will provide ≃ 15µas precision astrometry of Sgr A* in the infrared (IR). If the IR flaring is due to a relatively global process such as Compton scattering from millimeter seed photons, centroid measurements from thermal synchrotron emission in the IR may be similar to those during the flares. Since the position wander from our models rarely exceeds the detection limit of GRAVITY at any frequency, it should be easy to distinguish such IR flare mechanisms from nonthermal events involving hotspots or expanding blobs, which would lead to larger centroid movements (Zamaninasab et al. 2010 ).
Emission region properties
The millimeter emission region is in the innermost radii of the accretion flow, peaked in the midplane. The emission is dominated by synchrotron emission from thermal electrons (Yuan et al. 2003) . The saturated magnetic field strengths are typically ∼ .01 − .1 of equipartition, and both the particle density and magnetic pressure are proportional to the accretion rate. These quantities, then, are scaled together to produce the observed total flux from Sgr A*. For these reasons, the quantity that differs most between simulations is the electron temperature. The radial distribution of particle density and the electron temperature in large part determine the image structure and viability of the model.
As expected for accretion disks with aligned angular momentum and black hole spin axes, the effective inner radius of the disk in all simulations moves closer to the black hole with increasing spin.
1 However, the density at the event horizon is usually only a factor ∼ 5 lower than at the peak. There is no sharp inner boundary to the accretion flow.
Optical Depth Effects
For best fit parameter combinations, the 1.3mm photosphere is quite compact and the flow is mostly optically thin, especially at low inclination. In the 0h and 50h simulations, however, as well as for T i /T e = 10 in all models, the photosphere at 1.3mm extends well outside of the region of peak emissivity, at r ∼ 5M. In general, the photosphere gets smaller at higher electron temperatures, since those models require lower accretion rates to match the observed flux from Sgr A*. Optical depth effects are also more important at high inclination. This is because Doppler beaming increases the absorption along rays between the observer and the approaching gas.
Single temperature conservative models (MBD, MBQ) have no noticeable photosphere. This leads to a small image size, and low accretion rates. Since the Marrone (2006) observations find that the turnover in the synchrotron spectrum occurs between 1.3mm and .4mm, they are inconsistent with models that are completely optically thin at 1.3mm. The VLBI observations also disfavor such models due to their small image sizes. For T i /T e = 10, we have the opposite situation. VLBI rules out these models due to their large photospheres and hence image sizes, while they are generally also optically thick enough that the synchrotron turnover occurs shortward of .4mm. For all simulations, the best fit T i /T e occurs when there is a photosphere inside of r ∼ 5M.
Comparison to RIAF Models
There are significant differences between the simulated and semi-analytical RIAF accretion disks. In the RIAF model, the disk is assumed to have a constant scale height H/R = 1, whereas for all simulations considered here H/R ∼ .1 − .3 in the regions of peak millimeter synchrotron emissivity, as measured by fitting a Gaussian to the particle density at the median radius of peak synchrotron emissivity. The Gaussian fits describe the vertical particle density distribution, and their parameters are stable over time. The emissivity has the same vertical profile.
Thinner disks have higher particle density, stronger magnetic fields and smaller temperatures. These effects are largely mitigated in the Sgr A* models, since the electron temperature scaling is a free parameter, and the magnetic pressure and density scale with accretion rate. The parameter β = P g /P m is independent of accretion rate and electron temperature. In regions of peak synchrotron emissivity, it has a median value around ∼ 3−10 for the high spin simulations 90h, MBD and MBQ. The lower spin, non-conservative simulations 0h and 50h have median β ∼ 10−20. In RIAF models, β is assumed to be a constant, usually around ∼ 10. The trend of increasing β with decreasing spin is also seen in the axisymmetric HARM simulations. Although β varies spatially in the simulations, the emission region is small enough that these variations aren't larger than an order of magnitude, so that constant β is likely a good approximation.
We have also fit radial profiles of density, temperature and magnetic field strength to compare the simulations to the RIAF models. In general, simple power laws r −α describe the radial distribution of temperature and magnetic field strength within the millimeter emission region. The power law indices for the temperature distribution are around α ∼ 0.7, which is quite close to the RIAF value of 0.84. The conservative MBD and MBQ simulations have magnetic field indices of α ∼ 1.1 − 1.2, while the 0h, 50h and 90h simulations range from α ∼ 0.3−0.7. The RIAF value is 1.05. In the 50h, 90h and 2D HARM simulations, the magnetic field power law index increases with spin.
Other than the disk thickness, the main discrepancy between RIAF models and GRMHD simulations is in the radial particle density profile. The simulations find flat or decreasing density profiles towards the horizon from a point at ∼ 2r ms , where r ms is the marginally stable orbit. In RIAF models, the density increases up until the horizon as a fixed power law. This is especially inaccurate at low spin, where the 0h, 50h, and HARM simulations find peaks in the radial density profile at r ∼ 10 − 15M, Marrone (2006) data, while at lower frequencies the emission is dominated by emission outside of the simulation domain, and nonthermal emission from electrons either in the accretion flow (Yuan et al. 2003) or in a short jet (Falcke & Markoff 2000) .
depending on the value of the spin.
Finally, running the axisymmetric HARM simulations also allows a direct comparison to the spectral index values found in Mościbrodzka et al. (2009) for different ray tracing codes and interpolation schemes. Values of the spectral index, time-averaged as discussed in that work, are in good agreement with their results in most cases. This is even true when we use the angle-averaged emissivity from Mahadevan et al. (1996) . The emissivity from Leung et al (2010; in preparation) takes into account the angle θ between the ray and the magnetic field. The largest differences between the emissivities are at extreme inclinations, where a factor of sin θ in ν c causes the spectrum to peak at larger (smaller) frequencies at low (high) inclinations. Individual images and spectra can significantly differ between emissivities. However, all parameter estimates, probability distributions, light curves and best fit models presented here are robust to the choice of emissivity. The submillimeter bump in Sgr A* provides a unique laboratory for connecting observations with theoretical models of black hole accretion flows. We have performed radiative transfer as a post-processor on the output from existing three dimensional GRMHD simulations and fit them to VLBI and spectral index observations of the Galactic center black hole. The simulations provide excellent fits to the existing millimeter observations, and allow us to estimate the roughly constant temperature of the millimeter emission region and the inclination and sky orientation angles of the black hole. These are found to be T e = (5.4 ± 3.0) × 10 10 K, i = 50
• −15 • and ξ = −23
• −22 • with 90% confidence. The estimates are in excellent agreement with those found by Broderick et al. (2009) for RIAF models, despite significant differences between the dynamical models used.
The face-on models, which provided excellent fits in the 90h simulation considered in , are ruled out to 3σ due to the spectral index constraint in 90h, and the paucity of good VLBI and spectral fits at low inclinations in the other simulations. For this reason, it may not be possible to detect the shadow of the black hole from visibility measurements using the telescopes from Doeleman et al. (2008) . The best fit images from our modeling are crescents, with the shadow unobscured in all viable models. The shadow may be detectable with measurements on a baseline between Chile and Mexico, California or Arizona either by directly sampling the visibility profile, or through observations of the closure phase. These same baselines are also the most promising for further constraining black hole parameters, and testing accretion flow models. Finally, our accretion rate constraint ofṀ = 5 +15 −2 × 10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1 is consistent with but independent of estimates from the observed linear polarization and Faraday rotation measures (Agol 2000; Quataert & Gruzinov 2000; Marrone et al. 2007) .
Millimeter light curves from all best fit models show flaring events with ∼ 50% amplitudes and few hour durations at a frequency of 1 − 2 per day, consistent with the millimeter flaring behavior of Sgr A*. These flares are caused by rises in magnetic field strength near the midplane of the inner radii of the accretion flow, due to magnetic turbulence driven by the MRI. They do not appear to be linked to heating from magnetic reconnection, and are accurately reproduced by a simple model assuming an isothermal emission region with ν/ν c ∼ 20. The variability in the light curves for all simulations at .4mm is strongly correlated with that in the accretion rate onto the black hole. However, there is no clear evidence for a characteristic lag between the two.
Due to the uncertainties in their emission mechanisms and electron distribution functions, we do not model the radio, IR or X-ray portions of the spectrum, and so are unable to test for the presence of correlated multiwavelength flares. Maitra et al. (2009) showed that the observed time lags between the radio and millimeter flares may be reproduced by a jet model, where perturbations in the accretion rate near the black hole expand as they flow outward. Since the millimeter variability is strongly correlated with the accretion rate, that mechanism could explain the correlations between radio and millimeter flares even if the millimeter emission is produced in an accretion disk rather than an outflow.
The sample of simulations used does not span the parameter space of black hole spin, initial torus geometry and initial magnetic field configuration. This incompleteness may affect our parameter estimates. However, the universality of the images, light curves, probability distributions and emission region characteristics from all viable simulations considered here suggests that the changes will probably be minor. The disk thickness is especially important, since the emission region scale height mimics that of the disk. A thicker disk will also have larger MHD temperatures, and thus larger values of T i /T e will be necessary to fit the observations. If the disk thickness can be constrained by VLBI observations, a constraint on T i /T e follows. This parameter would constrain the strength of ion-electron coupling in collisionless plasmas. Simulations with misaligned angular momentum and black hole spin axes (Fragile et al. 2007; Fragile & Blaes 2008; Fragile et al. 2009 ) are also of interest, since they produce standing shocks which lead to considerably different image morphologies. Parameters such as the inclination angle or spin may be degenerate with the tilt angle. Fits from these models will be considered in a subsequent publication. Broderick et al. (2009) also estimated the parameters of Sgr A* from VLBI and spectral constraints by fitting semi-analytic RIAF models. The structure of p(i) and p(ξ) in their Figure 7 (middle and right panels) are in excellent agreement with ours in Figs. 2 & 3 . Further, we find that future observations on baselines of similar length but orthogonal orientation to the existing HawaiiArizona baseline have the best chance of discriminating between our best fit models. This conclusion is in agreement with Fish et al. (2009a) , who point out that ideal baselines for such measurements would be between Chile and one or more of California, Arizona or Mexico. A simultaneous measurement of the 345 or 690 GHz flux during future 230 GHz VLBI observations would provide a significant additional constraint.
A grid of time-averaged images and spectra over black hole spin, inclination and T i /T e from axisymmetric, to-
